ABSTRACT In tactical mobile ad hoc networks, unmanned vehicles such as ground maneuvering nodes or aircraft, are increasingly expected to be exploited for information collection in battlefields or dangerous areas on behalf of soldiers in consideration of their safety. The primary function of this networking system is to conduct military surveillance and reconnaissance through unmanned vehicles, which are teleoperated via a central node by sending command messages in real time. This requires simultaneous network traffic flow in both directions, i.e., uplink and downlink, both of which need to occur in real time with high reliability. In this paper, we propose a novel centralized time-division multiple access (TDMA) protocol to guarantee network reliability and quality of service regarding the bidirectional traffic. We develop a bidirectional-pipelined TDMA (BiPi-TMAC) protocol that consists of three parts: a slot-requesting procedure with bandwidth requirement, a depth-based pipelined slot allocation algorithm, and multiple MAC queue management for prioritized packet scheduling. We implement and evaluate the proposed scheme through the ns-3 simulator and show that it improves performance in terms of both uplink and downlink traffic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned autonomous systems such as tactical maneuvering ground vehicles, drones, or aerial vehicles have become increasingly important for use on future battlefields due to a paradigm shift in warfare [1] . New generation warfare places much value on human life and aims to protect soldiers from dangerous and difficult missions in times of peace and war. Unmanned Vehicles System (UVS) have emerged as a complement to the traditional tactical communication system. They are mainly expected to be utilized for conducting exploration on rough terrains, executing tactical missions, and engaging in combat on behalf of soldiers. Military intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capability is one of the most basic and essential functions of tactical UVSs. Ground maneuvering nodes equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors, and front and rear cameras periodically report their location and ISR data to the control center through multi-hop wireless links. This enables the remote human operator to monitor the area in which all the maneuvering nodes are operational, and to intervene to manage the nodes when necessary by sending command messages. Therefore, UVSs require a reliable communication system capable of satisfying the timeliness of tactical data, as well as guaranteeing the high-quality exchange of ISR and command data between unmanned autonomous maneuvering nodes and the remote operator.
From a communication perspective, the Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) approach has mainly been considered to avoid collisions compare to the Carrier Sensing Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) which potentially contains flow fairness, and unbounded medium access delay problems, thereby ensuring a reliable and realtime communication system especially in tactical MANETs such as those including sensors, ground vehicles, drones, and aircrafts [1] , [2] - [5] . Several studies have proposed dynamic TDMA schemes that assign the number of time slots to network nodes based on their bandwidth demand [2] , [5] , [6] . Pipelined TDMA is another approach applicable to the wireless multi-hop environment [7] . This approach schedules time slots in a multi-hop forwarding order on a per-path basis from the source to the destination and performs packet transmission in a pipelined way. However, although improving the communication reliability and Quality of Service (QoS) has attracted considerable attention across research areas, there has been less concern with the characteristics of combined uplink and downlink traffic in tactical UVSs. Most studies have either focused on one-way traffic or did not consider the direction of the traffic flow. Therefore, they are not suitable to support bidirectional real-time communication such as that involving surveillance and command data because of the scheduling delay problem [8] .
In this paper, we propose a bidirectional-pipelined TDMA (BiPi-TMAC), which consists of a centralized TDMA (i.e., contention-free) period for reliable data transmission and a CSMA (i.e., contention) period for supporting scalable and stable communication. In contrast to previous literature, which mainly consider the direction of data collection and compute unidirectional slot allocation methods, our proposed scheme focuses on bidirectional packet transmission. The main motivation of the proposed scheme is to guarantee realtime tactical communication by reducing TDMA scheduling delay of downlink traffic such as command message without loss of performance for uplink traffic transmission. In the proposed scheme, the central node takes charge of computing slot-maps by allocating consecutive forwarding slots to the nodes between the source and the destination by taking into account global network connectivity information and spatial channel reuse.
To achieve this objective, the proposed scheme facilitates multi-hop slot scheduling on a per-depth basis by considering the uplink and downlink properties simultaneously. In BiPi-TMAC, a central operator has responsibility to collect the global network information from ground maneuvering nodes and performs time slot scheduling based on information such as the depth-level and bandwidth demands of each nodes.
The contributions of our study are threefold. First, to the best of our knowledge, the proposed scheme is an early attempt to apply pipelined slot scheduling regarding uplink as well as downlink traffic at the same time to enable efficient bidirectional communication as part of a tactical TDMA approach. Second, contrary to traditional studies on per-path scheduling, the proposed scheme utilizes depth information that is obtained from a network connectivity graph during the slot request and scheduling procedure. As the scheme does not require any routing information per flow, it is transparent to upper layer protocols. Thus, routing changes caused by mobility or error-prone wireless links have little impact on pipelined forwarding scheduling thereby it can provide routing-agnostic slot scheduling. Finally, the traffic direction and the global network information collected by a central node are reflected in a complex manner on the scheduling phase; thus, time slots are utilized over a well-established scheduling map.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the UVSs and TDMA MAC along with its operational details. Section III describes the proposed BiPi-TMAC in detail. Section IV evaluates the proposed protocol. Finally, Section V concludes this paper and discusses the main results.
II. RELATED WORK
A tactical UVS that we mainly focus on this paper is an interactive communication system used for tactical ISR and tele-operation between a central node and ground (or aerial) maneuvering nodes. A node such as an unmanned ground vehicle transmits real-time video surveillance and monitoring data toward a central node. The central node, which has neither mobility nor energy restrictions, collects the data reported from the field and then sends a command to each maneuvering node for control purposes [9] . To ensure reliable data transfer, the network architecture has to meet realtime application requirements by allocating and managing network resources in an effective manner.
Several schemes have been designed to provide reliable communication as well as efficient channel utilization in wireless networks. In the field of vehicular communication, many studies related to the TDMA approach were conducted [10] - [14] . Most MAC protocols that have been studied based on IEEE 802.11p standard proposed a decentralized approach to guarantee real-time communication for critical data transmission. Shao et al. [13] proposed a multi-channel reservation scheme that considers variable traffic status and network connectivity by enhancing the conventional WAVE protocol. Similarly, Cao et al. [14] proposed proactive slot reservation method for periodic beaconing nodes in vehicular networks. However, they do not consider scheduling delay problem that can occur in wireless multi-hop networks such as tactical MANET.
A recent study [12] led to the proposal of a novel centralized TDMA scheduling for vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) as well as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications. The scheduling protocol is based on the channel quality, moving speed of each vehicle, and the access category (AC) factor to guarantee QoS. A roadside unit acts as a centralized controller by collecting channel information and deciding the overall scheduling map periodically. Even though vehicles can act as ground maneuvering nodes in UVS, the characteristics of tactical traffic such as ISR are different from those of commercial VANETs in terms of traffic type, topology change, mobility model, and so on. Therefore, it is inadequate for tactical UVS communication.
USAP, which is a dynamic distributed TDMA slot assignment protocol for tactical MANET, was proposed [15] . It allows a sender node to reserve unoccupied slots by considering the behavior of its 2-hop neighbors to prevent 26470 VOLUME 6, 2018 hidden terminal collisions. According to the demand for bandwidth, slots are dynamically assigned and released by the slot requester to enable it to support efficient channel utilization as well as leverage spatial reuse in multi-hop communication. However, from the perspective of QoS guaranteeing, USAP is not well suited to satisfy QoS requirements in bidirectional communication systems. This is because the protocol does not consider the TDMA scheduling delay problem when it executes the reservation algorithm. A scheduling delay occurs when outgoing slots are scheduled before the incoming slots within the scheduling map of a node. Thus, misaligned slot scheduling decreases end-to-end transmission delay performance in proportional to the hop distance. Another TDMA mechanism for tactical networks [1] also stems from decentralized slot allocation approach. Authors drew inspiration from the flickering of fireflies in nature so that they proposed non-overlapping and dynamic slot scheduling method with low overhead. However, it still has same potential problems as the USAP has.
Several researchers adopted a pipelined scheduling protocol by considering the traffic direction to resolve this problem. For example, Song et al. [16] proposed a TDMA scheduling method in a sensor network for real-time traffic transmission. The overall TDMA scheduling map is computed by a sink node based on the parent-child relationship and bandwidth demands of all sensors in a tree topology. Consequently, it realizes pipelined slot scheduling and minimum scheduling delay regarding the uplink traffic of multi-hop networks. However, contrary to UVS, the sensors have little mobility; thus, the topology and connectivity information changes less frequently. Furthermore, scheduling a unidirectional pipeline is incapable of meeting the QoS requirements of bidirectional tactical UVS traffic. The method proposed in [17] is classified as a pipelined TDMA in a tactical multi-hop MANET to support real-time tactical applications such as video and voice traffic. In [17] , the source node reserves multi-hop slots based on the end-to-end path information. It enables aligned transmission scheduling and is flexible to dynamic topology changes in a battlefield. However, the reservation procedure does not consider traffic characteristics of surveillance and tele-operating applications. They do not pay careful attention to bidirectional communication.
To overcome the above problems, we propose a novel slotassignment protocol for multi-hop tactical UVS, named as BiPi-TMAC. In the scheme, a central node collects the network connectivity and bandwidth demand information from the ground maneuvering nodes and performs QoS-aware slot scheduling from a global point of view.
III. DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF BIPI-TMAC
In this section, we describe the design principles of the proposed scheme that takes into account the characteristics of asymmetric and mixed uplink and downlink traffic as well as the dynamic bandwidth requirements.
A. DEPTH-BASED PIPELINED SLOT SCHEDULING
Our BiPi-TMAC mitigates scheduling delay in TDMA by adopting a depth-based scheduling mechanism. The applications in a UVS are classified into uplink video traffics (e.g., surveillance data), which are transmitted to the central node, and downlink traffics (e.g., command data), which are sent from a central node to each node irregularly. The central node, which collects slot assignment requests, maintains global knowledge of the network and performs slot scheduling for these requests by considering the direction of the traffic. The central node computes multi-hop pipelined scheduling with respect to the bidirectional traffic. In the case of uplink transmission, a node located distant from the central node is assigned to the front slots, whereas in downlink transmission a node closer to the central node is allocated to one of the front slots. The central node manages slot assignment for all nodes based on the depth-level, connectivity map, and bandwidth demand information of each node by adhering to non-overlapping and channel spatial reusability.
B. CONFLICT-FREE AND SPATIAL REUSE
Based on the assumption that collisions occur among nodes that are two hops apart, the proposed scheme attempts to reuse time slots to improve medium utilization and latency. First, in order to prevent packets from colliding with those of adjacent nodes and achieve high network throughput, the central node constructs a two-hop connectivity map that indicates neighbors that are within a two-hop range from each node. This information is combined with the aforementioned depthbased scheduling principle; therefore, idle slots are carefully reused with a global knowledge of the network connectivity.
C. DYNAMIC SLOT ALLOCATION
To support QoS guaranteed MAC, time slots must be allocated appropriately in proportion to the demand of each active node. The slot demands of each node vary according to the time-variant channel status, network topology, routing path, and so on. BiPi-TMAC dynamically allocates slots based on a slot request metric as an indicator of the demanded bandwidth, which consists of the queue length for uplink and downlink traffic, the depth-level, and the number of onehop neighbors. The value determines the number of slots needed for each node. The central node periodically gathers slot request metrics and allocates an appropriate number of slots dynamically for bidirectional traffic. network. As shown in Fig. 1 and 2, the control packets commonly contain the packet type in the frame control field, MAC addresses of both sender and destination nodes, sender's node id, hop count, and sequence number. The CMOP is a message to be generated by a central node that includes 'total frame slots' and 'frame start time' fields. The former records the number of time slots of the current TDMA frame and the latter designates the start time of the current TDMA frame, that is, the time at which the central node sent the CMOP message. Both values are only set by the central node and utilized by receiving nodes (i.e., maneuvering nodes) for time synchronization. In Fig.1 , the slot allocation map computed by the central node consists of the id of nodes and their assigned slot indices, each of which is represented by a node id followed by a slot index lists. Each field consisting of slot allocation map is 1 byte, and a slot index field uses 7 bits for allocated slot index number, and 1 bit is used for the traffic direction (i.e., 0 for uplink and 1 for downlink).
SMOP is a one-hop broadcasting message generated by each ground maneuvering node and contains an Ego-centric Connectivity Graph (ECG). The ''ego'' represents a node itself who creates its connectivity graph with neighbors. These ECGs are aggregated by the SMOP receivers from the leaves to the root (i.e., the central node) to enable the central node to utilize the graph to construct a global connectivity map.
Following fields, 'total contention slots' and 'contention start time', represent the number of slots used for contention period in the SMOP period and its start time, respectively. During the contention period, nodes who detect failure of their SMOP transmission are allowed to retransmit their SMOP message. The primary reason for each node to record its known information in the SMOP is to prevent unintentional packet collision due to outdated time information caused by CMOP reception failure in the wireless environment. By sharing that information, nodes can validate whether the information they knew is correct or not and update invalid information instantly. 2) FRAME STRUCTURE BiPi-TMAC uses an (almost) fixed frame length consisting of three parts as shown in Fig. 3 : CMOP-period (CP), Dataperiod (DP), and SMOP-period (SP). The length of each part is dynamically decided by the central node in every frame period without any strict boundaries among them. According to the spatial-reuse scheduling principle, the front part of each period may overlap with the previous one.
At the start of each frame, a new slot allocation map is disseminated to the network during the CP and nodes that receive CMOPs can update their newly allocated slot information for the current frame period. To guarantee pipelined downlink message forwarding, the first slot of this period is always assigned to the central node and only one slot is assigned to each node for CMOP transmission. By considering conflictfree and spatial reuse principles, the number of slots assigned to this period is equal to (or less than) the total number of network nodes. In the DP, the uplink for surveillance and reconnaissance data and downlink for command data are transmitted based on the new slot allocation map received at the current CP. Every node participating in the network has at least one data slot for each direction and the total assigned slots for the DP varies at every frame period according to the result of the scheduling algorithm. Finally, the nodes start SMOP transmission in their SMOP slots for the next frame period. In common with the CP, one SMOP slot is assigned to each node in the order of uplink transmission. To overcome the loss of SMOP messages or situations in which networks are joined, the SP embeds a small portion of the contention period. This portion is utilized for providing opportunities to a node that was not allocated an SMOP slot such as a newly joined node and detecting the loss of its SMOP transmission. Except for the contention period of a frame, all time slots are thoroughly and periodically scheduled under an elaborate scheduling procedure. The total length of a frame varies slightly every scheduling time, and the exact frame length and scheduling map are shared through CMOP transmission.
B. SLOT REQUEST MECHANISM
As we described earlier, SMOP is a slot request message for data transmission and it is conducted in two phases: The first phase collects information that is necessary to create an ECG in each node; the second phase aggregates overheard ECGs of k-hop neighbors and gradually propagates the aggregate toward the central node based on the depth-based pipelined behavior.
1) INFORMATION COLLECTION
ECG is defined as a collection of ECG elements consisting of a node id, depth-level, and pair of uplink and downlink slot request metrics. The depth-level of each node is necessary to provide information about the slot assignment order to the central node, which is one of the key factors for realizing depth-based bidirectional-pipelined slot scheduling. The depth-level is obtained by the hop count value of CMOP message propagation. The CMOP is sent by the central node as a broadcast and flooded to the entire network. Receivers learn the shortest hop count value and deem it as their depthlevel regardless of the route information. The next information is a pair of slot request metrics for uplink and downlink transmission. This value represents how many slots each node required to transmit data, and the value is determined by the following equation:
where the first term presents the baseline slots for relaying packets even if there is no packet to send in the queue, and the second term calculates the total number of required slots to send the queued packets. The notations are defined in Table 1 . As the c value is closer to 1, the baseline value means that a node willing to prepare extra slots to relay packets proportional to the number of its 1-hop neighbors.
On the other hands, as the c value is closer to zero, the baseline value denotes that a node does not request extra slots sufficiently for potential packet relaying. In the simulation we set the weight c to 0.5. This means that the node requests additional slots for packet relaying to half of the neighboring nodes. Notation d k t and d p denote transmission delay of a packet k and propagation delay, respectively. The numerator represents total required time to transmit data in the queue and it is divided by a slot length. Thus, from the second term, we can get the expected number of time slots to transmit queued data. BiPi-TMAC maintains separate queues with regard to uplink and downlink traffic thus the metric is calculated for each queue during the SMOP creation. Finally, a node creates its ECG using ECG elements and broadcasts it to its onehop neighbors through the SMOP transmission. According to this, every node can gather the ECGs of its k-hop neighbors and update its own ECG by aggregating the received information. Next, we provide a detailed explanation about ECG aggregation and update the procedure with pipelined SMOP transmission.
C. SMOP TRANSMISSION WITH ECG AGGREGATION
BiPi-TMAC utilizes an information aggregation method to deliver individual slot allocation requests, which is named ECG aggregation. General multi-hop message relaying would have simplified the protocol but this approach could increase network overhead while wasting many slots to send control packets. This would also significantly decrease network efficiency. To resolve this problem, we propose ECG aggregation by utilizing depth-based pipelined SMOP transmission. This ensures that the slot allocation requests of the entire communication nodes are intended to reach the central node by sending the SMOP only once at each node. Before providing the detailed explanation of ECG aggregation, we define a node with a smaller depth-level as an upper-depth node and a node with a larger depth-level as a lower-depth node. As shown in Fig. 4 , node 2 is considered an upper-depth node and node 6 is a lower-depth node of node 4, respectively.
Originally, the SMOP transmission is scheduled by the central node at the start of every TDMA frame, but are not available when the network is started because of insufficient network information. In this period, every node operates in the contention mode and the central node transmits a null CMOP by only including a hop count and sequence values to the network. During this period, the ground maneuvering nodes can acquire their depth-level as well as the number of their upper and lower depth nodes. After CMOP flooding, a leaf node that does not have any lower-depth nodes starts SMOP transmission with its ECG composed of information about k-hop neighbors when the channel is idle. To guarantee reliable and depth-based SMOP transmission, in the VOLUME 6, 2018 contention mode, prioritized channel access is conducted by assigning a different contention window. The channel access priority of the node i is calculated by the following equation:
where Depth i is a depth-level of a node i and M is a modular operator. If a node has a low depth-level, the priority is small and the probability to access the channel is low. On the other hand, if a node has a high depth-level, it has high channel access priority and the node can send an SMOP prior to the low depth-level neighbors. The SMOP transmission event acts as a trigger for the process of SMOP generation to neighboring nodes except for nodes that have already transmitted their SMOPs. Upon packet reception, the triggered node extracts ECG information from the packet and checks the sequence number first to discard outdated packets. Subsequently, it aggregates the received ECGs into its own ECG that is currently being maintained, and generates a new SMOP to transmit. In contrast, the non-triggered node (i.e., a node that has sent its SMOP before the reception) checks the received ECG to ascertain whether its ECG element is successfully included. If the element is not in the received SMOP, the node deems its SMOP transmission to have failed and prepares for retransmission. Through this process, the slot requests of all nodes are propagated upward to the central node similar to waves on seashores.
After a certain period, the central node can start the slot assignment process based on the finally aggregated ECG, which expresses the connectivity graph of the entire network. After a certain period of time, the nodes enter the TDMA mode and operate their packet transmission according to the slot allocation map. In this case, the SMOP slots are assigned to each node based on the depth-based pipelined forwarding manner determined by the central node. Therefore, within a TDMA frame period, every node consumes one slot for SMOP transmission such that the total number of SMOP slots in a frame is equal to the number of communication nodes over the network. In order to guarantee conflict-free and pipelined transmission, SMOP retransmission is only treated in a separated contention period we designated at the end of the SP as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 5 shows the procedure of ECG aggregation based on a connectivity graph depicted in Fig. 4 . Let us assume that all of the nodes received slot allocation map from a central node. Each node knows its 1-hop neighbors before sending SMOPs and creates its own ECG as shown in Fig.5 (a) . The information contained in each ECG element represents the node id, uplink slot request metric, and downlink slot request metric, in order. Since there is no way to know the slot request metric values of neighbors until the SMOP is received, each node leaves the corresponding ECG elements incomplete. Next, according to the depth-based slot scheduling principle, SMOPs are sent from leaves (i.e., 1, 6, and 3) to upper-depth nodes. Upon SMOPs reception, node 2, 4, and 5 aggregates its own ECG and the received ECG as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . For instance, node 4 obtains two ECG elements information from the SMOP sent by node 6, one of which is incomplete information for itself and the other is complete information for the neighbor node 6. In this case, since node 4 has complete ECG elements of itself, it ignores the received value. However, if the node receives new or complete ECG information, such as that of node 6, then it updates its ECG with the received value. Otherwise, it ignores the received ECG elements. We call this procedure as ECG aggregation. According to this, the central node can create a whole network connectivity map as shown in Fig. 5 (d) .
D. DYNAMIC PIPELINED SLOT SCHEDULING MECHANISM
In this section, we explain the bidirectional-pipelined slotscheduling procedure of the central node. BiPi-TMAC guarantees efficient communication of tactical UVSs by adhering to four strict scheduling requirements:
-Non-overlapping scheduling: To prevent a collision during packet transmission, slots that have already been assigned to a node should not be reused by its two-hop neighbors simultaneously.
-Spatial reuse: In order to increase channel utilization, several nodes can use identical data slots concurrently if they do not interfere with each. In this paper, we use more than a two-hop neighbor criterion to allow slot reuse.
-Scheduling order: The main objective of BiPi-TMAC is to minimize the scheduling delay for both uplink and downlink traffic. To achieve this goal, inbound slots must be scheduled ahead of outbound slots in a node with a global network view, by considering the traffic direction and depthlevel.
-Concurrent scheduling of uplink and downlink traffic: In order to reduce idle slots and increase channel utilization TDMA slots are shared by two-hop away nodes for the opposite direction. In other words, for instance, the first slot that is mainly used by a leaf node for its uplink transmission can be also consumed by an upper node more than two hops away for its downlink transmission at the same time.
The two former requirements are common in a wireless multi-hop environment. In this study, in order to accomplish the bidirectional-pipelined scheduling, the two latter requirements should be considered as being significant in conjunction with the former.
1) DATA STRUCTURES FOR THE CENTRAL NODE
The central node maintains additional data structures: a twohop connectivity graph (C) and slot request metric table. The former is a square matrix of the order N , which is mainly utilized for achieving non-overlapping slot assignment and improving spatial reuse. Fig. 6 presents the two-hop connectivity map of Fig. 4 and each entry c ij of the matrix C indicates the connectivity relationship between node i and its neighbor j. If c ij is non-zero, this can affect the packet transmission of node i and j to each other, thus, it causes a collision as well as hidden node problem. In this case, they should have exclusive time slots. If the entity value of the matrix is zero, then node i and j are at a distance of more than two hops and the central node can assign them to the same time slot.
The central node retains collected uplink and downlink slot request metrics of all nodes in separate tables sorted according to the depth-level as shown in Fig. 7 . It is necessary to determine the scheduling order and satisfy concurrent scheduling of uplink and downlink slots in cooperation with the two-hop connectivity map. In Fig. 7 , each row presents a pair of depths and consists of the id of corresponding nodes and their slot request metrics. They are arranged in the order of the request metrics within a row.
2) SLOT ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM
Every TDMA frame interval, the central node constructs a two-hop connectivity map and slot request metric tables and performs pipelined slot scheduling based on the periodically collected information. Briefly, in order to propagate CMOP, a downlink slot is allocated to each node so that the CMOP which containing slot allocation map can be transmitted to the entire network. After that, to enable contention-free data transmission in the Data period, the central node conducts bidirectional pipelined slot allocation process, which will be given in detail below. Finally, uplink slots for sending the SMOPs are allocated without loss of our design principles that we mentioned above.
In the case of the CMOP period, the central node allocates the first slot index to itself for propagating the updated VOLUME 6, 2018 slot allocation map over the whole network. Sequentially, it assigns following slot indices to other nodes based on ascending order of the depth-level and slot request metric. A node that has a lower depth-level and higher slot request metric takes priority over the other nodes. It is identical to the order in the sorted downlink request metric table as shown in Fig. 7 , which is {0, 2, 5, 4, 1, 3, 6}. Contrary to this, in the uplink slot scheduling turn, a node with a higher depth-level and greater slot request metric is allocated time in the front part of slots otherwise it can use the last part of the slots. In the SMOP period, leaf nodes are assigned to the front of the SP thus the scheduling order is completely opposite to that of CMOP allocation. Similar to the above control message periods but not identical, data slots are allocated with careful considerations. In this period, the central node computes the scheduling order to meet the concurrent scheduling requirements. Simply, data slots can be allocated in the traffic direction unit, which means uplink slot-allocation tasks are followed by downlink slot-allocation tasks as shown in Fig. 8 (a) . However, this approach could require many data slots to support sufficient data transmission and this could result in a long frame length and inefficient slot utilization. To prevent this problem, the central node alternately performs uplink and downlink slot scheduling as shown in Fig. 8 (b) .
The central node (i.e., id of node is zero in Fig. 8 (b) ) scans slots from the last assigned slot index until it finds an appropriate number of available slots that are neither assigned nor collide with any of 2-hop neighbors. The number of required slots is determined by the value of the slot request metric and the possibility of slot conflict is deduced by the two-hop connectivity map. If a certain slot is vacant but it has already been allocated to any of its two-hop neighbors then it is unavailable; thus, the next vacant slot is verified. After downlink slot scheduling by the central node, it selects the next node scheduled for uplink traffic based on the uplink scheduling order. As shown in Fig. 8 (b) , node 6, which has the highest depth and request metric values, is followed by the central node (i.e., node 0), which also observes all the vacant slots from the last assigned slot index of node 6. By alternately assigning uplink and downlink slots, our proposed scheme can provide an equitable opportunity for bidirectional traffic and utilize slots efficiently with global network knowledge. Moreover, as is intended by the design, i.e., the sequential scheduling of bidirectional traffic, within a twohop connectivity, the upper depth neighbors have uplink transmission opportunities after the lower depth neighbors finish their transmission and the same is true for downlink transmission. (e.g., in Fig. 4 , node 4 and node 2 have uplink transmission opportunities after the lower node 6, and node 1 and 4 finish their transmission, respectively). If unoccupied slots still remain in the DP after completion of the final node scheduling (i.e., uplink scheduling for node 6 in Fig. 8 (b) , then the central node repeats the alternating scheduling process k times (i.e., k-rounds) until no assignable data slot remains. As a result, BiPi-TMAC achieves a depth-based scheduling order and concurrent scheduling of the uplink and downlink slot scheduling we mentioned. The last subframe, which is a part of SP, is a contention period to recover SMOP packet transmission. In other words, nodes that do not acquire a SMOP slot due to joining the network or SMOP transmission failure in the previous frame can send their SMOP in a contention manner.
After the slot allocation procedure, the central node records the slot allocation map to the bitmap vector, where each bit indicates the slot index and direction. When the central node generates a CMOP, the bitmap vector is included and broadcasted at the start of the next TDMA frame. Upon receiving the CMOP, the receivers check the bitmap vector and check their newly assigned CMOP, Data, and SMOP slots. Subsequently, they forward the CMOP at the time of their CMOP slots to enable the allocated map information to be disseminated quickly.
E. MAC QUEUE MANAGEMENT
We employ four multiple message queue architectures to support the proposed TDMA frame structure. As shown in Fig. 9 , CMOP-Queue (CQ) and SMOP-Queue (SQ) are used for storing CMOP and SMOP, respectively, and the other queues are used for storing Data packets. Uplink packets of which the destination is the central node such as tactical ISR traffic are stored in the Uplink-Queue (UQ) and others such as tactical command or broadcasting packets are queued in the Downlink-Queue (DQ). In the DP, every node dequeues packets from the corresponding queues according to each type of slot. In an uplink data slot, packets in UQ obtain priority for transmission. However, if the UQ no longer contains a packet but time remains in which to transmit then packets in the DQ can be scheduled as a second priority. Likewise, packets in the DQ acquire priority to be transmitted in a downlink data slot but if the DQ is empty then the UQ can also be scheduled to fill the time it was allocated.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
We conducted a simulation study to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in ns-3. In the research presented in this paper, we considered tactical monitoring environments in which the ground maneuvering nodes are managed by a remote operator who manually manipulates them. We modeled two types of traffic for tactical UVSs as shown in Table 2 . The parameter settings for uplink traffic are modeled based on the H.264 codec for streaming applications [18] , and represents real-time video surveillance traffic in a mobile ad hoc environment. We simulated the video traffic by using a 64-Kbps bit rate and a fixed payload size of 183 bytes, in which packets are generated at approximately 40 Hz by each node. Every ground maneuvering node transmits the packets toward the central node. At the same time, the central node generates small-sized packets for all of the ground maneuvering nodes as a tactical command message such as remote control. For the simulation, we used a small payload size of 40 bytes from the central node to all nodes [19] .
Our intent was to evaluate that our proposed MAC protocol shows higher transmission reliability and guarantees QoS regarding both forms of bidirectional traffic at the same time. We compared the proposed scheme with the IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA protocol that is widely used in vehicle networks which fairly schedules transmission packets without penalizing any of the directions. In addition, we compared a generic pipelined TDMA scheme which is named UniPi-TMAC (Unidirectional Pipelined TDMA) that implements common features of unidirectional requirements of TDMA. The most representative features of existing pipelined TDMA schemes consider uplink traffic direction for their slot scheduling mechanism [15] - [17] . In this simulation, we implement a comprehensive algorithm that reflects a unidirectional slot scheduling which only takes account of uplink direction rather than implementing individual techniques.
We assumed that nodes have the capability to use global time synchronization because on the battlefield, most tactical nodes used to be equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors. Therefore, they know their position information and utilize location information for their networking operation. In this simulation study, we utilize AODV [20] as a routing protocol but any other routing protocols can be adopted such as a location-based routing protocol that achieves significant low control overhead and enhanced performance in a tactical ad hoc environment [21] . We set the maximum lifetime in the queue as 5 seconds for the realtime traffic experiments. That is, if a packet remains in the MAC queue longer than this time, then it is dropped. The total number of slots in each TDMA frame is partially adjustable (fewer than the maximum of 127 slots) based on the slotscheduling procedure but this involves fewer than the maximum number of slots. The slot length of CMOP is defined as 1000 µs and other slots receive 800 µs; thus, the total time length of a frame is variable based on the number of assigned CMOP, Data, and SMOP slots. We consider the following representative metrics to verify the network performance:
-PDR: it is defined as the average ratio between the packets received by the destinations and the packets generated by the sources.
-End-to-end delay: it is the average time taken for packets to be transmitted from their sources to their destinations.
-Jitter: it is estimated by measuring the variation in the packet arrival time during the simulation time. All the results are averaged over 20 simulations, and are shown with 95% confidence interval error bars.
B. RESULTS OF BASIC EXPERIMENTS
First, we evaluated the uplink and downlink traffic performance in a stationary environment. The number of nodes in the grid topology is varied from 9 to 25 and only one central node resides in the network. Fig. 10 shows the overall performance of the uplink traffic (i.e., video surveillance traffic). In the case of the average PDR, the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional CSMA/CA protocol by more than 13-53% as the number of transmission nodes increases and shows high reliability. In contrast, the PDR of CSMA/CA decreases sharply when the number of nodes is 25 owing to packet collision and congestion, whereas the proposed scheme maintains a PDR of more than 95%. This is because VOLUME 6, 2018 nodes in BiPi-TMAC are assigned to non-overlapped slots by the central node with a global network connectivity map, thereby avoiding packet collision even though the network size increases. In the MAC layer, packet loss only occurs when the queued packets exceed the limitation of the maximum queue length or when they remain in the queue longer than the predefined delay. UniPi-TMAC which only takes account of uplink direction shows similar performance for 9 nodes and 16 nodes compare to BiPi-TMAC, but performance degradation occurs at 25 nodes. The main reason is that as the number of node increases, the average number of 2-hop neighbors also increases in this topology so that spatial reuse effect decreases in slot allocation. Since several nodes located between a central node and leaves have a large number of 2-hop neighbors, the interval slots allocated to these nodes in each k-round of a TDMA frame becomes longer, which causes queue drop by the queueing delay. BiPi-TMAC, on the other hand, assigning uplink and downlink slots alternately, it has more change to send data based on the proposed queue management.
In terms of QoS metrics, Fig. 10 -(b) and 10-(c) illustrate the average end-to-end delay and jitter on video traffic. The average results of the end-to-end delay and jitter of CSMA/CA do not contain packet loss results. In other words, the performance only includes the measurement regarding packets that have successfully arrived at the destination. When the total amount of traffic is relatively low (i.e., # nodes = 9), the average delay values of both protocols remain within a similar range. However, as the total traffic load increases (i.e., # nodes = 25), the proposed scheme shows improved performance exceeding 17% in respect of end-to-end delay and 30% for jitter, respectively. The main reason for the performance improvement is that the nodes request the number of slots proportional to their uplink and downlink queue lengths and packets are transmitted to the medium without a back-off procedure. In addition, by supporting pipelined transmission according to the traffic directions, the proposed scheme reduces the waiting time in the queue, which is caused by the slot scheduling order. Thus, the delay reduction is beneficial in terms of medium access and queuing delays. In case of UniPi-TMAC, the delay and jitter increase rapidly in 25 nodes due to low spatial reuse. Compare to BiPi-TMAC, it has less chance to transmit data, and longer slot interval within a TDMA frame so that accumulated queueing delay in each relay node causes higher end-to-end delay and jitter.
We also observed the performance of downlink traffic as shown in Fig. 11 . In this simulation scenario, a downlink packet represents a tactical command message such as those used for remote control; hence, real-time transmission should also be guaranteed to achieve safe operation. Compared to the uplink traffic configuration, downlink packets are less frequent and the traffic load is relatively low in relation to uplink traffic. Therefore, in the single queue environment, downlink packets might experience longer queuing delays and transmission priority in the MAC layer could be delayed due to uplink traffic transmission. Fig. 11 -(a) presents a comparison of the average PDR. In common with the uplink traffic, the performance of the proposed scheme is higher than that of CSMA/CA and UniPi-TMAC by more than 90% when the total number of nodes is 25. Fig. 11-(b) shows the average delay for real-time command traffic. In the case of CSMA/CA and UniPi-TMAC, the delay increases significantly when the number of transmission nodes increases. However, when our proposed scheme is used, the estimated delay performance is comparable to that of the uplink traffic and reduces the performance by over 65-93% and 57-81% compared to the CSMA/CA and UniPi-TMAC, respectively. This is because the proposed scheme operates on multiple message queues according to the traffic direction; thus, downlink packet transmission is no longer disturbed by uplink packets that have previously arrived in the MAC queue. The scheduling delay in the proposed scheme mainly affects the increase in end-to-end delay. Owing to the concurrent slot scheduling of uplink and downlink traffic mentioned in Section IV-C, the proposed scheme achieves fairness of the MAC layer. However, UniPi-TMAC which only takes account of uplink direction suffers scheduling delay when downlink packets arrive in a MAC queue. Therefore, the measured uplink and downlink delay performance of BiPi-TMAC is similar even if the traffic load is asymmetrical. In the same vein, the average jitter outperforms that of CSMA/CA by over 80-87% and UniPi-TMAC by 65-184%, similar to that of the uplink traffic, as shown in Fig. 11-(c) . This is because the proposed scheme mostly allocates consecutive slots for each node according to the traffic direction except for situations in which there is conflict among slots. Therefore, within the reserved slot range nodes can transmit packets to the medium successively without any delay overhead.
C. RESULTS OF MOBILITY EXPERIMENTS
In the mobility experiment, we used 25 nodes and adopted a Gauss-Markov mobility model [22] , which was implemented in the ns-3 simulator. This mobility model is widely applied in various mobile ad hoc networks. It predicts the future location based on the last location and velocity information. Even though we mainly consider an unmanned ground system in this study, our proposed scheme can also be adopted for various environments that have similar communication architecture such as wireless sensor networks, wireless aerial networks, tactical edge networks, and smart grid networks, etc. For instance, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) consisting of a ground control system (GCS) and maneuvering drones, which are used to carry out military surveillance missions, or drone swam flights that can be used to monitor cities or disaster areas have similar communication architecture. Therefore, we compared the network performance in low and high mobility situations by varying the average velocity from 10-50 m/s. The traffic and other network configurations are identical to those in Table 2 . Fig. 12 and 13 show the overall performance of uplink and downlink traffic by increasing the mean velocity. Variation of the average speed of the nodes from low to high (i.e., from 10-50 m/s) decreases the performance of the PDR for all the protocols shown in Fig. 12-(a) and 13-(a) . The reason is that the connectivity decreases at higher velocity hence the probability of packet loss increases. Moreover, because the TDMA schemes use reserved data slots, packet collisions only occur infrequently due to node mobility. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme shows up to 85% and 35% performance enhancement for uplink and downlink traffic, respectively, relative to CSMA/CA, owing to the globally constructed slotscheduling map. The central node periodically updates the global network connectivity information for every TDMA frame length and reflects the information on the new slot allocation map. Occasionally, the mobility factor results in confliction of packets in the TDMA protocol. Moreover, in the worst case, when SMOPs collide, several nodes cannot transmit any packets during a frame length by not being assigned any available slots from the central node. However, in BiPi-TMAC, every node has the ability to recover SMOP loss by retransmitting the lost packets in the contention mode at the end of the TDMA frame. Thus it can maintain higher reliability compared to CSMA/CA.
In Fig. 12 -(b) and 13-(b), the proposed scheme decreases the average end-to-end delay by ∼38-60% and by ∼46-73% for uplink traffic compared to CSMA/CA and VOLUME 6, 2018 UniPi-TMAC, respectively. In addition, BiPi-TMAC outperforms CSMA/CA by ∼54-58% and UniPi-TMAC by ∼17-41% for downlink traffic. The reason why the downlink delay performance is less than that of uplink traffic is related to the queuing delay. As the velocity increases, the probability of routes to be disconnected is higher compared to a low mobility environment. In this case, packets experience longer queueing delays in the network layer. When the routing paths are resolved, bulk packets are transmitted from the network layer to the MAC layer. The amount of uplink traffic is greater than the downlink traffic; thus the uplink queue length might become longer in some nodes. Because the slot request metric is proportional to the length of the queue, certain nodes can be reserved for a longer time for uplink traffic transmission. This affects the scheduling delay of downlink traffic regarding both data and routing control packets; thus, the downlink delay becomes longer as the average velocity increases. However, a comparison of the jitter enables us to recognize that the proposed scheme improves the performance compared to that of CSMA/CA while maintaining fairness in the uplink and downlink packet transmission. In contrast to the end-to-end delay, BiPi-TMAC shows a similar measurement (i.e., approximately 50 ms) in terms of jitter performance for both uplink and downlink traffic as shown in Fig. 12-(c) and 13-(c) . This phenomenon represents that the proposed concurrent slot allocation mechanism remains effective for guaranteeing the fairness of the MAC protocol regardless of mobility factors.
Finally we logged end-to-end delay for the uplink and downlink traffics during the simulation and depict a cumulative distribution function (CDF) graphs as shown in Fig. 14 and 15 . This is because, average end-to-end delay performance cannot fully reflect the delays suffered by data packets and the results might be skewed by a few packets with high or low delays. Therefore, we depict the CDF in a random seed value. In Fig. 14-(a) , the proposed BiPi-TMAC shows better performance than CSMA/CA. More than 90% uplink packets are arrived at the central node within a 100ms. However, more than half of the packets in CSMA/CA suffer high delay and we can infer the reason from Fig. 14-(b) . As the simulation time elapses, delay appearance in CSMA/CA becomes worse with high fluctuation due to random medium access, multiple retransmission, and queueing delays. In case of the downlink packet delay, more than 95% packets in the BiPi-TMAC arrive within 100ms as shown in Fig. 15-(a) . However most packets in CSMA/CA suffers higher end-to-end delay than that of BiPi-TMAC, and the performance becomes worse as the simulation time elapses (shown in Fig. 15-(b) ).
VI. CONCLUSION
The main functions of tactical unmanned systems are to conduct surveillance and reconnaissance in the battlefield environment, and to operate command and control in real time. In this paper, we presented a bidirectional-pipelined TDMA named BiPi-TMAC protocol to improve network reliability and guarantee QoS as well as fairness of both the uplink and downlink traffic. The strengths of BiPi-TMAC are: 1) fair scheduling of bidirectional packet transmission by assigning uplink and downlink slots alternately on an individual node, 2) reducing packet transmission latency by assigning data slots to intermediate nodes based on a depth-based pipelined forwarding manner by considering the uplink and downlink traffic together, and 3) centralized slot assignment with global network knowledge to provide efficient channel utilization. The simulation results indicated that BiPi-TMAC outperforms traditional CSMA/CA, which has been widely applied in vehicle networks (e.g., IEEE 802.11p standard) or military mobile ad hoc networks (e.g., IEEE 802.11 standard), in terms of the packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and jitter. This indicates that, although we mainly considered unmanned ground systems in this study, this BiPi-TMAC approach can also be applied to various future communication systems with similar traffic characteristics such as military unmanned aerial systems, smart grid networks, and energy efficient IoT communication.
